VALUES WITH DIFFERENT LETTERS DIFFER SIGNIFICANTLY AT THE 95% CONFIDENCE LEVEL

**Rate and BBCH Scale for Application Stages of Kelpak**

6 L/ha and then three applications at 4 L/ha. The results confirm that Kelpak® can be a useful tool to improve yield and quality of table grapes in Italy, as proven in other parts of the world.

**Background and Aim**

The synthetic growth regulators GA, abscisic acid and cytokinins and natural biostimulants such as seaweed extracts are commercially used to improve the quality and yields of table grapes. Kelpak®, an auxin-like product extracted from the seaweed species *Ecklonia maxima*, has been used with great success to improve table grape yields and quality as reported at the 5th International Table Grape Symposium (Lombard, 2007; Orellana, 2007). A field trial was conducted on Red Globe in Sicily, Italy to evaluate these positive effects in another important table grape producing region of Europe.

**Experimental Procedure**

The trial was conducted in 2012 using a Red Globe vineyard with plant spacing 2.8 x 2.8 m in Licodia Eubea, Sicily, Italy under standard farming practices for the region. Kelpak® was applied in three treatment programs including different rates in 600 L water/ha at different application times. The timings and number of applications for each treatment all delivered a total of 12 L Kelpak® per ha. The Kelpak® treatments were compared to an untreated control, as well as a positive control where GA was applied twice (BBCH 71 and 73) as per standard practice (Table 1). All Kelpak® treatments received the GA treatment as well. Trial plots consisted of 9 plants per replicate and each treatment was replicated six times in a randomised block design. Berry diameter, berry firmness, berry weight, berry colour, soluble solid content, bunch weight and cracking of berries were evaluated using standard procedures. Data were analyzed for statistically significant differences (p=0.05, Student-Newman-Keuls).

Results and Discussion

Kelpak® foliar spray at 3 L/ha applied at BBCH 71, 73, 75 and 77 was the best treatment, with significantly better results in berry size, berry firmness, berry weight, sugar content and bunch colour and weight compared to the GA control (Table 1).

Second was Kelpak® at 6 L/ha applied after GA applications at BBCH 75 and 77, with significantly better results than GA control in berry size, berry firmness, berry weight, sugar content and bunch colour.

Kelpak® at 4 L/ha applied at BBCH 71, 73 and 75 was also better than the GA control treatment in terms of berry firmness, berry weight, sugar content and bunch colour, but similar in berry diameter and bunch weight. GA control was better than untreated control in all variables except sugar content and colour, where the untreated control had better values.

Yield increase on bunch mass alone for Kelpak® 3 L x 4 was 10% compared to GA control, while the better berry size and bunch colour would also result in more boxes to fall into export class achieving better value per box. None of the treatments showed any visual signs of phytotoxicity and berry cracking was absent in all treatments.

The results confirm that the seaweed biostimulant Kelpak® is a useful tool to improve the yield and quality of table grapes also in an important production region of Italy, as was proven in other production areas around the world (Lombard, 2007; Orellana, 2007).
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